**F/T PSYCHOLOGIST POST-DOCTORAL position** available at University of Miami Autism Spectrum Assessment Clinic (ASAC; [www.umasac.org](http://www.umasac.org)), an affiliated clinic of the UM-NSU Center for Autism and Related Disabilities (UM-NSU CARD; [www.umcard.org](http://www.umcard.org)) within the Department of Psychology. The goal of the ASAC post-doctoral fellowship is to support an integrative training experience across clinical, research, supervision, and advocacy domains and to promote the fellow’s trajectory as an independent clinical psychologist. The post-doctoral associate must have a **Ph.D. or Psy.D. in Psychology** and be **bilingual (Spanish/English)** to serve the client population of our agency. The post-doctoral associate should have knowledge of principles, methods, and procedures for diagnosis and treatment of neurodevelopmental disorders, including **autism spectrum disorders (ASD)**. Experience implementing evidenced-based intervention (e.g., cognitive-behavioral therapy, Parent-Child Interaction Therapy, Early Start Denver Model) and assessment for ASD (e.g., ADOS-2, ADI-R) is highly preferred. The post-doctoral associate will conduct bilingual (Spanish/English) psychological assessments, collaborate on research studies, supervise advanced level doctoral students/interns, and provide therapies and clinical case management for clients at ASAC/CARD offices throughout Miami-Dade County. Current research, in the areas of early identification, evidence-based treatments, genetics, and neuroimaging, among others, is funded by NICHD and NIMH, as well as private foundations. UM follows the NIH’s NRSA stipend guidelines; annual stipend is $50,004. Apply online ([https://umiami.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/UMCareerStaff/job/Coral-Gables-FL/Post-Doctoral-Associate-Psychology-_R100037774-1](https://umiami.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/UMCareerStaff/job/Coral-Gables-FL/Post-Doctoral-Associate-Psychology-_R100037774-1)) or email Dr. Amy Beaumont directly ([a.beaumont@miami.edu](mailto:a.beaumont@miami.edu)).